
App Controlled Timer – Optimize your schedule and save money
Permanent Magnet – Reliable Quick Connect and Disconnect
Resilient Protective Cover – Flexible flap automatically snaps back in place
LED Indicator Light – Indicates when power is flowing
10ft Freeze Resistance Flexible Cable 
Corrosion Resistant Contacts – Nickel-plated contacts resistant to oxidization

Game-Changer for Cold-Weather Drivers
Have you ever driven away with your block heater cord still plugged in? Ever have trouble plugging or unplugging your extension cord at below freezing
temperatures? Do you know anyone who has mobility issues?

The VoltSafe magnetic extension cord is a game changer! It eliminates the safety hazards and difficulties caused by standard extension cords. The magnetic
force pulls the plug together immediately activating power and then releases just as easily, leaving the plug’s entire surface completely safe to touch. No fear
of electrocution, no danger of electrical fires and no more driving off with your block heater still plugged in. Say goodbye to the drive of shame!

SCH SC1352 

AUTOMOT IVE  FLYERAUTOMOT IVE  FLYER
November & December 2021

Regina:     
Yorkton: 
Estevan:
Weyburn:
Mainline Fleet Service: 

(306) 525-2551
(306) 783-6515
(306) 634-3664
(306) 842-4676
                       (306) 721-7711

SCH SL1314 

Jump Starter 
(600 Amp 12V Rechargeable Lithium)
Quickly jump start vehicles. Great for power sports,
and motorcycles plus USB power for charging
phones and tablets. Lithium Iron Polymer battery.
Provides longer life and more charge cycles. Safe
smart cable/clamps. Spark-free protection against
overcurrent, short-circuit, overload, overvoltage and
overcharge.

AES VOLTSAFE 

Temro Pad & Circulating Heaters

Part Number
TEM 3400031
TEM 3400034
TEM 3400037
TEM 3400039

TEM 3308003
TEM 2204037

Operating in extreme conditions requires dependable solutions. Give your engine the help it needs
to start in the coldest weather by installing silicone heating pads or a circulating heater. 

Watts
125
500
100
50

1500
1500

Volts
120
120
12
12

120
120

Application
Small to mid size cars & sedans. Ex. Kia, Honda, Hyundai
Mid-size trucks, SUV's & heavy duty commercial trucks
Diesel vehicles only. Filter housing diameter  3.6" to 5"
Diesel vehicles only. Filter housing diameter 2.5" to 3.5"

5/8" diameter vehicle specific circulating heater
5/8" diameter vehicle specific circulating heater

225A 12V Battery Charger
250A/125A Engine Start, 40A/20A Boost, and 62A
Charge/Maintain
Compatible with standard, AGM, gel, and deep-
cycle batteries
Reverse hook-up protection
4-gauge output cables remain flexible in cold
weather



Specially developed
methanol based fluids
designed to provide
excellent grime, salt
and snow cleaning
performance under
cold weather
conditions.

Global Long Life Anti-Freeze

REC 16-104
REC 16-114 | 50/50 Pre-Mix 

A priming fluid formulated to spray at extreme
sub-zero temperatures. Effective to -53°C
(-63°F). Can is designed to fit all standard
injection brackets. Instantly starts all types of
gasoline and diesel engines. Contains an upper
cylinder lubricant to reduce dry-start engine
wear.

Extension Cord Ends

FOR 4867 | Male Connector 
FOR 4887 | Female Connector

Booster Cable Clamps
800amp extreme duty replacement
clamps for part number 522501. 

DEK 06125 

Professional Grade Booster Cables
Side/top clamp
Flexible no tangle cables
Copper plated clamps

DEK 04848 | 20' 2 Gauged 600 amp
DEK 00161 | 25' 2 Gauged 800 amp HD

-35° Windshield Washer Fluid 

REC 15-215 | 3.78L 

A partially synthetic fluid with exceptional
low-temperature properties and increased
oxidation stability, ACDelco Cold Climate
Power Steering Fluid is specially designed for
use in vehicles equipped with rack-and-pinion
power steering systems. 

Cold Climate Power Steering Fluid

010-10953471 

Helps provide resistance to corrosion by
protecting brass, cast iron, steel, solder, and
copper components. Also provides superior
high-temperature. Specially formulated
optimum service intervals, the coolant can
last up to 5 years or 150,000 miles. Six per
case! 

Dexcool Concentrate Anti-freeze 

010 10953464

Designed to absorb condensation ensuring
complete protection against frozen air lines on
trucks, buses, and construction equipment. Its anti-
corrosive agent protects all steel, rubber and brake
line parts.

Safe-T Brake Fluid

KLF 509 | 1L 
KLF 510 | 4L
KLF 511 | 20L
KLF 513 | 205L

Starting Fluid

KLF 730 

When reliability matters
choose brands you can trust. 

Be prepared for the season with our
stocking and consignment option. 
Talk to a sales representative for
more details! 

-45°C pre-mixed
washer fluid 3.78L. 

-45°C Washer Fluid

REC 15-404 | $4.75

Extended Life
Global
Size: 3.78L
Color: Pale Yellow

Mixed Fleet Anti-Freeze
3.78L Mixed fleet long life anti-
freeze for all engines. Yellow in
color.

REC 16-314
REC 16-324 | 50/50 Pre-Mix 



Protects all Metals
No Solvents
Stops Rust on Contact
Non-toxic/Non-hazardous
Long Lasting

FLUID FILM® is Eureka’s own unique lanolin-based brand
of corrosion preventive and lubricant.

Industrial strength Thoro-Flush removes
rust, grease, and sludge to make your
engine cooling system perform better.
Regular application to your automobile
helps extend the life of your vehicle,
reduces the possibility of a clogged heater
core, and helps keep the cooling system
fluid flowing throughout the engine and
radiator of your vehicle. 

Silver Grade Anti-Seize
Permatex Silver Grade Anti-
Seize. A highly refined blend
of aluminum, copper and
graphite. Allows for easy
assembly and disassembly
of metal parts exposed to
high temperatures. 

PER 76762 | 113g 

Irontite All Weather Seal 
The ultimate fix for head gasket,
radiator, and other coolant system
leaks.  Easy to use – pour directly into
the radiator.  Blends with coolant to
permanently stop existing and future
leaks. Ideal for the most extreme
weather conditions – hot or cold.  

Irontite Thoro-Flush

IRT 913216 IRT 911216 

Fluid Film Rust & Corrosion Prevention

NLS 3300 | 333g 

300g aerosol plus a 42g bonus! This multi-purpose
lubricant frees rusted parts, removes grime and stops
squeaks. It is a light amber liquid that has a mild
petroleum odor. 361° to 369°F boiling point and 122°F
flash Point.

WD-40 Multi-Purpose Lubricant 

WDF 01022

Melts ice, snow, and frost on
contact. Harmless to car finish.
Thaws frozen locks and is
effective to sub-zero
temperatures.

CRC 75346 | 340g

Immediately drops the temperature of
the area in direct contact with the
spray. The freezing effect cracks
rusted surfaces, allowing it to reach
deeper & work more effectively than
other penetrants.

Freeze-Off

CRC 75222 | 326g

Ice-Off
Superior lubrication and durability in
any weather or temperature. Perfect
for use as a break-in lubricant for
bearings or as a general purpose
lubricant and corrosion inhibitor for
tools, machinery and equipment.

CRC 14200 | 340g

White-Lithium Grease

REC 55-126H2BX96 | 9.46L Jug 

Diesel Exhaust Fluid
Air1® Diesel Exhaust Fluid for
Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR)
technology in new heavy duty
diesel vehicle engines.

Ice Melt
This unique formula releases heat to melt ice and
snow quickly. It requires fewer applications than
rock salt and is non-corrosive to concrete and
asphalt. Michelin Quick Melt is 100% natural and
leaves no oily residue and is safer for plants and
animals.

KLF 7001 | 10kg 
KLF 7000 | 20kg 

Qualisorb
Qualisorb® is the most efficient way
to soak up liquid spills wherever you
need to absorb unwanted liquid. 

QUA 628 

Power Sports Belts
Stocking powersport
belts for all your winter
equipment! 

Qualisorb



Rhino Ramps
Sturdy, durable RhinoGear RhinoRamps allow for reliable and convenient
access to the underside of your vehicle. Patented polymer internal support
system and wide stance offer excellent weight distribution and unbeatable
strength. The innovative CoreTRAC non-skid base helps reduce slippage
while the 17 degree incline provides easy use for low clearance vehicles. 

BLI 11909MI  | 12,000lb GVW 
BLI 11912MI  | 16,000lb GVW 

4 in 1 Butane TorchMicro Torch 

PIC 8247-31

This Pro-Torch micro torch is
powered by butane and
features a child-resistant
automatic ignition system. The
flame temperature is 2400°F.
This torch is refillable and has a
windproof flame and a safety
lock.

This 4 in 1 butane torch is
refillable and features a safety
lock. The flame temperature is
2400°F. This torch includes a
base stand, a soldering tip, a
torch sleeve, a hot air blower
sleeve, and a shrink tube
deflector.

PIC 8257-31

Disposable Butane Cylinder
5.5 oz. aerosol can
For use with Bernzomatic
butane torches
Can be used for fueling all
leading butane cigarette
lighters

ADC BZBF56 

Gasoline & Diesel Jugs
Red gasoline cans
available in 1 and 6
gallons. Yellow diesel can
in 5 gallons.

BLI 1200 | 1 gal Gas 
BLI 6610 | 6 gal Gas 
BLI 8610 | 5 gal Diesel

Dual head truck tire gage has a
working pressure of up to 120 PSI.
Tire gage provides accurate, long life
with trouble free performance.
Durable plated brass with 4 side
nylon indicator bar.

Pencil Tire Pressure Gauge 
Passenger tire gage, 50 PSI. Tire gage
provide accurate, long life with
trouble free performance. Durable
plated brass with 4 side nylon
indicator bar. 

MIL S921 

Truck Tire Gauge 

MIL S927 

Ice Scraper & Brush Extendable Snow Brush
Snow brush with extender
handle 35" - 52" .

BLI 2610XM 

2 row 24" wood handle snow brush with scraper. 

HJU XP-6530 

Cold Weather Tarp Straps
These tie down straps are made of rubber with injection
molded EPDM meaning no imperfections. With a 2-1/2
times safe stretch, these straps are non-cracking. Meets
D.O.T safe working load limit. Operational to -40°C.
Stamped with a 50lb SWL as required by D.O.T.

HJU SH09CO |  9" 
HJU SH15CO | 15" 
HJU SH20CO | 20" 
HJU SH30CO | 30" 

Designed to quickly and safely restore,
maintain and protect all types of smooth, shiny
plastic and acrylic headlights to crystal clarity.
It easily cleans away yellowing and stains, and
even buffs out unsightly hairline scratches,
smudges, and flaws in a single step. 

Headlight Restoration Kit

MOT 07251 

30” Foam Double Edge Squeegee

PBP 83-304 
PBP 85-978 

Constructed for tough,
industrial usage. The heavy-
duty frame with 4” twin
rubber blades moves large
amounts of water. 15/16”
diameter reusable black
handle for foam squeegee
(PBP 85-978) not included.

Spill Control Pads
A great alternative to messy
Floor Dry, these 16" X 18"
general purpose pads quickly
absorb anti-freeze, oils, and
any other spills. Choose
OODW-100 for oil spills
only!

RBW GPDW-100 | General Purpose 
RBW OODW-100 | Oil Spills 

Due to pricing volatility in the market place, prices are subject to change without notice and backorders at listed prices cannot be held.


